Mini-Rooter Pro

®

Now with Wheels and Folding Handle

Tired of carrying your drain cleaning machine to the
jobsite? Now you don't have to. General's new Mini-Rooter
Pro sports wheels to make it easier for you to transport it
to and from the job, and a folding handle for compact
storage in your truck.
The Mini-Rooter Pro clears drains from rooftop to
basement, including kitchen, bath, and laundry drains.
This tough little machine really saves time and trouble.
For instance, you can remove the drum in seconds for
more portability or to switch to a different diameter
cable – with no mess and no lost time.
The drum carries up to 75 ft of 3/8" or 1/2" Flexicore ®
cable to clear 2", 3", and most 4" lines. For small drain
work, you can order your Mini-Rooter Pro with a J-Drum
for handling smaller, more flexible cables. An optional
Power Cable Feed drives and retracts
the cable at up to 16 feet per minute.

Flexicore® Cable
Flexicore® cables are
made of heavy-gauge
wire coiled tightly around 49-strand aircraft type wire rope
and heat treated. It has unequalled strength and the right
amount of flexibility. So tough it carries a one-year warranty
against defect or breakage.
Flexicore Patent Nos. 2,244,735 and 2,849,870

Power Cable Feed
A variable speed Power Cable Feed
(optional) drives and retracts the
cable at up to 16 feet per minute.
Quickly adjusts between 3/8” and
1/2” cables without the need for
tools or additional parts. Swings
out of the way to make drum
changing as easy as ever. For
smoother performance, switch to
the XP drum with inner drum cage.
Catalog Number PO-MR

Mini-Rooter Pro

®

Folding handle
The handle is tall enough to
make it easy to roll to the job,
yet it can be quickly folded to
take up less room in your truck.

J-Drum
With a J-Drum (optional), you're ready for small drain work
in seconds. Equipped with a Quick Grip™ chuck with tightening
handle. Will hold any Super-Vee cable. Catalog Number MR-250

Mini-Rooter Pro Cutter Set – Catalog # MRCS
Cutter Name

Part Number

Application

Arrow Head

AH

Starting Drill
(Gets water flowing)

1-1/2" U-Cutter

1-1/2UC

For cutting
and scraping

2" Side
Cutter Blades

2SCB

For cutting
and scraping

Boring Gimlet

BG

Mini-Rooter Pro™ Units
MRP
Basic Unit: MR-200 Drum, 1/3 hp motor
w/Reverse Switch, 10 ft. Power Cord w/GFCI,
Water-Proof Air Foot Switch, Leather Gloves.
MRP-J
Basic Unit: Same as above, but with MR-250
J-Drum instead of MR-200 Drum.
MRP-A
Basic Unit, plus 50EM2 (50 ft. x 3/8") Cable,
MRCS Cutter Set.
MRP-B
Basic Unit, plus 75EM2 (75 ft. x 3/8") Cable,
MRCS Cutter Set.
MRP-C
Basic Unit, plus 50EM3 (50 ft. x 1/2") Cable,
MRCS Cutter Set.
MRP-D
Basic Unit, plus 75EM3 (75 ft. x 1/2") Cable,
MRCS Cutter Set.

For removing
loose objects

Removable Drum
You can take the drum off the
Mini-Rooter Pro in seconds.
Built-in Dolly
Six inch semi-pneumatic
wheels roll easily
over rough
terrain to
and from
the job.

Specifications:
Weight: 43 lbs. (19.5 kg)
without cable.
Dimensions: 20" D x 16" W x 38" H
(20" H with handle folded)
(51 cm x 41 cm x 96 cm - 51 cm)
Drum: Capacity of 75 ft. x 3/8" or 1/2"
Flexicore cable. Integral distributor
tube. Quickly removable from frame.
J-Drum: Capacity of 50 ft. of 1/4"
or 5/16" Flexicore cable.
Wheels: 6" semi-pneumatic tires.
Folding Handle: Reduces storage
space.
Cutter Set: MRCS Cutter Set consists
of Arrow head, Boring Gimlet,
1-1/2 U-Cutter, 2" Side Cutter
Blades. Other cutters available.
Motor: 1/3 hp, with forward-off-reverse
switch, spring-loaded mounting for
proper belt tension.

Load Speed: 165 rpm.
Belt Guard: High impact plastic.
Power Cable Feed: (Optional) Drives
3/8" and 1/2" cables. For smoother
performance, switch to the XP
drum with inner drum cage.
Foot Pedal: Leaves operator's hands
free to control cable. Uses air
pressure, so there's no electrical
contact between pedal an motor.
Power Cord: 10 ft. 3-wire vinyl covered
with molded plug. In-line ground fault
circuit interrupter.
Leather Gloves: With doublereinforced palm, for hand protection
when guiding cable.
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